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Nike Air LeBron 2 Slide Elite Post 2013-12-08 23:14:53
With this weekend Nike Basketball Elite Series 2.0 release date is quietly coming, this time we will bring you a slipper, which
inspired James to create modeled Elite Series 2.0, this shoe will be in this weekend Elite series together for sale, like the students
hurry to onlookers about it. 
Nike released the latest KOBE 9 ELITE 2013-12-09 00:11:05
Nike Flyknit technology was initially applied to running shoes. Today, Nike again to break the routine, the first of its Nike Flyknit
technology used in basketball shoes, endowed with a great basketball player the ultimate lightweight sport advantage. Nike, the
world's leading brand of basketball today at the Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) demystifies the highly
anticipated KOBE 9 Elite basketball shoes. KOBE 9 Elite to "Nature Amplified" for the design concept, the use of Nike Flyknit
technology redefines the sense of design and performance basketball shoe. "Nature Amplified" design philosophy focused on
physical laws of nature move, scientific data and insights for the design of the athletes into the stream of power. 
Nike President and CEO Mark & ??middotParker (Mark Parker) said: "We're trying to find as the biggest potential to Nike Flyknit
sneakers uppers to meet the needs of our athletes designed sneakers .Kobe 9 Elite collection not only through organic strength,
flexibility and lightweight flexible material redefines basketball shoes, while creating a new concept of sports shoes production. "
KOBE 9 Elite design into consideration the needs of Kobe shoes science and technology as well as its individual design inspiration,
using the Nike Flyknit technology, Flywire fly line technology and Lunarlon foam three technologies, endowed with an KOBE 9 Elite
unparalleled extreme lightness. This innovative design enhances the foot's natural law action, except in the part he needs most
comfortable rhythm with all advantages, but also to force Bryant to bring advantages, durability and speed. 
When Bryant said that one of the latest boots, and respond to the feelings return to the game, he said: "All my inspiration comes from
me now, no matter where I am, I am in What do I continue to try to do some of the people thought I could not complete things. When
my feet about to embark on the basketball court at that moment again, I will let my emotions all enjoy the release, here is the haven of
my soul, This pair of shoes will be better able to help me enjoy this venue and given my drip basketball. "
Nike Flyknit technology breakthrough in 2012 for the first time Nike running shoe, with a single-layer weave woven yarn alone vamp.
Not only extreme lightness, its incredible toughness, Flyknit technology thereby sneakers technology redefined, and for the first time
for basketball, creating KOBE 9 Elite basketball shoes. "Nike Flyknit technology plays a role in Bryant's second skin, endowed with
its cobweb works like a hinge similar intensity - at the site of tension and intensity needed to provide" Eric Avar, vice president and
chief creative director of Nike innovation case said that he Bryant has been designed for the exclusive sneakers, he has worked
closely with Kobe Bryant for a whole decade. 
In retrospect, Bryant's first pair of high shoes began in 2007, it was his third double signature edition sneakers. Bryant's ninth double
signature edition sneakers to knit upper features to the shoes to help support force to bring shoes to help low personal experience.
This is called "MASTERPIECE" The KOBE 9 Elite, fly line technology by Nike Flyknit pattern has sketched a charming sense of
visual impact, the nine red embroidery pattern to the heel of Achilles tendon surgery Bryant did just compliments. Outsole design from
Bryant foot pressure distribution, excellent visual effects at the same time bringing more field performance provides excellent grip. 
dynamic fit 
Nike Flyknit and Flywire technology jointly attack, Bryant intricate footwork to create a dynamic fit effect. Nike Flyknit technology to
create a single seamless knit upper, the ultimate lightweight, while at the site most in need of a collection of excellent permeability,
ductility and support force. Stability Nike Flywire fly line technology is enough to bring in a good dynamic locking, while the rhythm with
the foot freely and naturally relax and tighten. Carbon fiber heel stabilizer to move around to provide strong and lightweight lateral
stability, while the heel stable. 
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